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NOTES AND COMMENTS

ON THE ROUND-TAELE

CONFERENCE

ON DETONATIONS

SPRINGS - JUNE 20-21, 1972

COLORADO

compiled

by

W. C. Davis

AESTRACT
Notes, comments, questions, and abstracta furnished
by attendees at the informal Round-Table Discussion on
Detonation are presented to provide a aubatitute for the
usual Proceedings.

I.

- W. C. Davis

INTRODUCTION

The “Round-Table
organized

(1.ASL)

Conference

Each of the above subjects

on Detonations”

by M. J. Kamlet of Naval Ordnance

tory and R. R. McGuire
Two paragrapha

was

Labora-

opinion

of the Air Force Academy;

from their letter of invitation

edgeable

de-

(but will not necessarily

variety

be lim-

of shock initiation

tion and deflagration

c) The nature

to detonation

true or false?

of the detonation

waate

state

inorganic

inorganic

and detailed

(except, however,

there could

of the valuable

to me a

discussions

so I have col-

that I have rephrased
and abstracted

inject my own ideas.

rath-

design of ex-

because

some of the brief

from some of the rough
I have tried not to

The compilation

but perhaps

is somewhat

the more valuable

it shows the differences

of the various

in any way,

for that,

in points of view

writers.

where differing

of the experiment

The conference

except

repetitive,

have led to

in theoretical

NOTES, COMMENTS,

These are notes
will have neither

agenda nor formal presentation

QUESTIONS

AND ASSTRACTS

~

conclusions ).
3.

toward

It seemed

notes which were sent to me,

of detonations.

differences

of Proceedings.

to let the memory

questions,

is to be on theory and mechanism

interpretations
.’

aluminum,

perchloratea.

calculation.

er than on hardware

made

These have not been edited or altered

of state for detonations.

g) The chemistry
h) Detonation

will be

may be fully aired

some progress

be stored only in a few brain cells,

detonations.

e) The “slow reactors”:

f) Equations

and backgrounds

lected here some notea made by the participants.

d) Ideal —
va non-ideal

nitrates,

in

with a

in free cross-discussion,

Since there were no formal papers,

(steady state?).

important

to engsge

of

their resolution.”

be no issuance

b) The C-J hypothesis,

periments

of viewpoints

researchers

participants

so that these differences

to detona-

transition.

*

Conference

and, hopefully,

a) Mechaniema

differences

exist among knowl-

and well-respected

encouraged

ited to):

Emphasis

on basic questions

the field.

fining their conception of it follow:
II
2. Subjects to be discussed at the conference
will include

is characterized

by the fact that unresolved

a fixed

of papers.

table conference

in connection

on detonations

the Frank J. Seiler Research

with a round-

which was held at

Laboratory

(AFsc) ,

1

,

Her8hkouitx,continued

HeP8hkowitz,continued

U.S. Air Force Academy

in Colorado

on the 20th and

1.

Dr. Kamlet of NOL indicated

a strong function
composition

increment
Jouguet

21at of June 1972.

of the chemistry,

of the explosive

that gamma ia
that is, of the

producte.

Hia deriva-

(the laat delta p toward the Chapman-

pressure)

the degree

of reaction

let us say, from 99.5% to 99.9%.
one never geta complete
teresting

The point

reaction.

ia that

It would be in-

to study the peak pressure

for an explo-

tion of a value of gamma wae baaed upon hia previ-

sive in which

ously published

approach

of the

ened by the addition

of inerts for the condensed

Chapman-Jouguet

propertied

The parti-

phase or by diluenta

in the liquid phaae in such a

cipants

recognized

of exploaivea.

that gamma ia not a constant

a complex

function

molecular

potentiala.

in coupling

to the calculation

of volume related
Ite behavior,

to loads ia reflected

tion of state used by Livermore.
when

the BKW equation

isentrope.
proximate

occasion

having

in the JNL equa-

sibility

the reaction.

shortcut

of steady

Aatronautica
369 under

3.

ao far as the equation
own viewpoint

mined by cylinder

hand-type

calculation.

of Kamlet with
insight

It ia not necessary

On the other hand the work

the shortcut

method

into the differences

2.

A discuaaion

experimental
detonation
measuring

between

Loa Alamos uses the technique

the velocity

of the free surface

plate in contact with

function

of the thickness
and finally

free surface velocity
one deduces

to the

in the

asymptotically

interface

between

Livermore

observes

one has a

that existed

the explosive

aa a

is reduced

for zero thickness.

the peak preesure

and aphere

of the explosive

(as deter-

tests) is a proper
action

in the coupling.

On the other hand when one has problems
uPPer half Of the ~entrope

very important

the JCZ equation

and Zwisler
sentation

and the

developed.

for Jacobs,

and will be published

This will

Cowperthwaite,

shortly.

cusaion on what could be done to improve

fill program,

‘l’herefollowed

that existed.

Wildon

some basic

Fickett

of Los Alamos

suggested

For example,

ing by extrapolation

liquid oxygen

and liquid ozone and to obtain

interface.
pressure

In general,

depends

the overdrive
the reaction

that the peak

upon the length of the explosive,

of the explosive,
zone interior.

sense that the pressure
of completion

one recognizes

at the

laat is in the

is a function

of the reaction

the Chapman-Jouguet

TMa

and the effect of

pressure

of the degree

and aa you approach
to get the last

a dia-

tion of state and some of the troubles

experiments.

velocity

on

the equa-

Lucite by using a stack of Lucite plates and deducthe particle

A pre-

is available. in t,!e repo<t submitted

the Explosive

in

it is

the equation

at the

generated

the

in the

from this peak pressure.

Dr. Jacobs of NOL preaented

be called

as

or shaped charges,

to know the peak pressure

ahape of the iaentrope
4.

in which

ia concerned,

From this

and the aluminum.

the shock velocity

description

My

is that one

of atate in the problems

of state which he has recently

of an

the explosive

of plate which

of

to loada in

the lower part of the laentrope

case of small detonatora

explosives.

of the peak pressure

aluminum

in thickness

does give some

took place with respect

measures

wave.

to use a

Theory of

of atate is concerned.

must uae the JWL equation
where

they

of explosive

of this long discussion

incorrect

programs,

15, pages 359 to

ensued about the proper way

the coupling

I do not eee the ad-

as fed into the computer

and the order of

State”.

A discussion

techniques

over the

the pos-

may be found in

Acts of 1970 Volume

of treating

Stern-

between

the title “On the Mathematical

use of the TIGER, RUBY, or BKN computer programs.
.
To the extent that the assumptions or input data are

should be corrected.

atate existing

Hia presentation

the Chapman-Jouguet

have done this on

results are sufficiently

by this method.

of Kamlet’s

that for ap-

content.

to a paper he had published

to do with the relationship

Gamma changea

one can use a gamma law equa-

All participants

when the desired

approximated

for example,

it is recognized

calculations

vantage

berg of NOL referred

even

zone had been length-

way that we had a rate dependent

to the inter-

of state is used along the

Howavsr,

tion of state.

but

the detonation

must go,

Hugoniots

under

calibration

he wished

these conditions.

obtained

to work with

He would

from the liquid oxygen

shock
uee a
for the

liquid ozone to prove

the nature of the potential

that he had assumed.

I raiaed

doing static compression
pressures

the possibility

of gaaes to approach

found in the Chapman-Jouguet

particularly

those along the isentrope.

of
the

state and
Dr. Jacobs

.

Hershkowitz,continued

Hershkowitz,continued

of NOL stated that if one does just static compres-

extremes. They have found that their ability to

sion one will not be able to reach the repulsive

accurately

state region and it is the description

the load, that is the load behavior,

sive state region which
equation

of state.

LLL pointed

ia critical

and he mede reference

(LLL) compilation.
SRI pointed

at low pressures

correspond

the sound speed.

not reached when

the ordinary

Dr. Finger

an empiri-

and makes

the limit

This is otherwise

straightline

of LLL described

fits are

the series of

experimental

results which

explosives.

This includes not only detonation

locity but pressures

are being obtained

snd other properties.

will serve as a base from which
to deduce

the efficiency
I raised

explosives.
computer

programs

The general

however,

sible that graphite

not correspond

could be formed in the time al-

Finger

agents underway

been using a special

square per gram.
stearate

aluminum

provided

of this material

Watson

of the Bureau of Mines commented
in his experience

non-ideal
loads.

explosives

in relation

which has undergone

which

the two equations

Chung in cooperation

In a discussion

explosives

low velocity

approach

for

to

one representing

25% reaction

and adjusts

and the

They then

the time during

goes between

this approach.

with Dr. Ed Lee.

Dr. Shaw of SRI pointed
organic

will be

To date they

is being done by Dr. Henry

of low velocity

detonation

out that in the case of two

of supposedly

detonation

similar

waa obtained

whereas

structure

for the first

it could not be obtained

The next topic was Transverse

7.

Frey of BRL presented
Phil Howe.

the results

results were not evidence
the condensed
effect.

explosives

of transverse

disturbances

referred

in

an edge
that

and observe

the ef-

that 1s, whether

would grow or die out by inserting
explosive.

waves

it was suggested

fect of these disturbances,

Dr.

by Dr.

felt that these

but represented

In the discussion

one could generate

Waves.

obtained

Dr. Davis of Los Alamos

they

a mesh into the

This had been done by Dr. Davia and he

to different

meshes

Dr. Fickett

that he had used in

of Los Alamos

suggested

that

the work done by White in the case of gasea was
and effort should be made to emulate

referred

of Wood and Erpenbeck
modes of propagation
plot with ordinate

with
which

of another

ered possible)

the two

approached

had started

general

direction

also existed

He showed a

achieved

representing

reaction.

from many

to the possible

can exist.

the fraction

action and the abscissa
achieved

to hia work and that

respect

of one re-

the fraction

The starting
reaction

and he pointed

there was a Chapman-Jouguet

a linear combination

this linear combination

The work at Livermore

6.

explosive

cases.

would be the origin where neither

they

to coupling

a 100% burn.

use a ramp which repreaents
between

Dr.

that this

At Livermore

a computational

other which has undergone

to det-

does not do any good SX-

They use two JWL equations,

a material

is to act

the failure diameter.

cept in the case of slurries.
have also been pursuing

The ob-

diameters

that ia, to reduce

Their hope is that a

of success with

8. Dr. Fickett

and one-tenth

and is called Aluminate.

to many different

to

is very sensi-

it in the area of liquids.

by Alcoa

area, 14,000 centimeter

to get non-detonable

applicable

have had a measure

most precise

They have

onate,

approach

This does

the work with

It is 99.5% aluminum

in the addition

as a trigger

described

of the explosive

ramp time for a particular

the past.

at Livermore.

which has a high surface

jective

state.

to my own viewpoint.

Dr. Milton

percent

continued

that it is quite pos-

lowed to reach the Chapman-Jouguet

5.

of the

in the form of graphite.

the point of view was achieved

blasting

ve-

of the use in the

as the discussion

the coupling

for the second which was 1-1 dinitropropane.

The data

of the description

of carbon

on

it will be possible

the question

unique

1-1 dinitroethane

feeling at first was that this was in-

deed a problem;

.’

and Shaw of

data for liquids which pro-

vides curvature
with

gases

to the Van Thiel

out that they have developed

cal way to fit Hugoniot

*

Dr. Lee of

Drs. Cowperthwaite

predict

tive to the ramp time chosen.

for a proper

Others concurred.

out that shock work on individual

is available

used.

of the repul-

point which

final directions,

of the starting

out that

could be
all from the

point.

But there

a saddle point in the vicinity

was kinetically

dependent

cate in advance which
He stated further

point
(consid-

which

and one could not indi-

solution

would

be obtained.

that the same type of plot would

exist in which

the diameter

of the charge

role described

as one of the reactions.

takes the
The same

Hershkowitz, continued

Finger

type of plot could be made with one reaction
dinate

and a diameter

say as the abscissa,

he showed a plot of the detonation
function

of diameter

detonation

of NOL indicated

be checked
similar

in

refers back

from Los Alamos.

that such theories

by the use of explosives

in thermodynamic

ferent with respect
provide

aa a

work and can be read in full in a

series of papers published
Kamlet

velocity

His presentation

respects

to kinetics

Dr.
could

but vastly dif-

and that he could
to anyone who

Dr. Cowperthwaite

of SRI presented

report.

However,

he assumes

velocity

gradient

is a function

to consider

as an SRI

As expected

furoxane

Hydrazine

(CNO), and trinitro

He presented

the data with

ly unimportant,

normally.

of the shock velocand then pro-

step shock under

Dr. M. Fulk of Livermore

could be achieved

the

talked about the

energy of explosives

by the use of electric

mechanical

history.

explosive

in advance

ing the activation
one of disbelief.

sives, etc., all behave
suggesting

fixing,

He referred

which

fields and

to etriking

at low levels actually

energy.

The general

I used this occasion

whole

that la, initiation

properties

relationship

an
chang-

of explosives

well be-

of Los Alamos

about this subject and re-

for him to visit and discuss

that we were doing molecular

an invitation

this with Dr. Fair

and Dr. Gora in greater detail.

with an eye to using

and at-

I was asked later by Dr.

I also mentioned

orbital

calculations

this type of calculation

a better understanding

of the initiation

and the co-volume

for

properties

of the product

of varying

The meeting

was most valuable

of viewpoint,
meetings

for the

for the leads presented,

of this type should occur.

data on the series

elemental

thermo-hydro

presented

of charge.

compositions.
experimental

codes such ae BKW,

an argument
The details

in Astronautic

1970, Pergsmon

General

Discussion

Measurements
vs. X plots

for varying

LLL presented

of data, significance
cate buildup,

on

are given in his
Acts, Vol. 15, pp.

on Detonation

Pressure

Craig preaented

thickness

its Plexiglas

The usual discussion

that U+C depends

Press.

- LLL, LASL:

more Ufs

metal plates.

shock velocity

of scaling problems,

data.
treatment

of a few % which could indi-

etc., ensued,

No new light shed on

this old argument.
Finger presented
at the same density,
for temperature

data on solid and liquid TNT
Once the enthalpy

correction

was made the solid and liquid be-

haved identically

species.

them, the

What Do We Mean By C-.3 State - Sternber&:

lengths

by

or their in-

it is helpful at

Although

RUBY, TIGER.

to make the

propertied,

differently

of I’vs. p seemed like a circu-

data for refining

Sternberg

of explosives

ferred him to Dr. Fair and extended

in detonation

velocity

and cylin-

der test expansion,
Carbon

.

in Explosives

witz wondered

- Hershkowitz:

Hershko-

about the state of free carbon in the

detonation.

Was there efficient

to condense?

to what physical

AHfO should be assigned

4

significantly

This is being done to provide better

feeling was

of the Solid State properties

tempts to alter these.

and additional

grouping

to behave

lar argument.

359-369,

of FRL in the area of altering

interchange

that C-J

a narrow

all appear

times to take things apart and examine

Division

11.

tri(CNO).

was relative-

that our thermo hydro-codes

paper presented

of explosives

the assumptions

and density

.

were

(HNO), benzo

CHNO HE’s with oxygen balances

group aware of the work under way at the Explosives

Fickett

of den-

triazido benzene

CHNO HE’s within

of oxygen balance

pre-

there appear-

Exception

nitrate

Later on Finger presented

in activation

consideration

for all CHNO W’s,

ed to be a good correlation.

put require

conditions.

10.
changes

a reactive

calcu-

that the particle

ity (or of any other shock parameter)

assumed

sity.

Ksmlet

of gamma aa a function

low CO or above C02, HNO, CNO, HNF, CHNOF explo-

lations which he has made and published

ceeds

sented a correlation

theory must apply and charge geometry

was interested,
9.

)

(Ml

Rule for Gamma - M. Kamlet:

Nitroguanidine,

which were

the names of such explosives

M, FIN~FR

Further

which was double-valued

velocity.

to published

as or-

time for carbon

state?;

and what

to C as a detonation

.

Finger, continued

Finger, continued
product.

The general

disordered

.

graphite)

opinion was that Cn (i.e.,
does form with a Al$

of N 10 -

EOS - Jacobs:
port on an attempt

led

cylinder

TATB, Al, and TNM was fired in a

test and the resultant

locity indicated

15 kcal/rnole.

onation

tion containing

products

Jacobs presented
to establish

his status re-

an EOS for the det-

from first principles.

TM.s hae

to the JCZ (Jacobs, Cowperthwaite,

nearly

had been produced.

Eos.

Additional

slurry blasting

agents was reviewed.
puzzled

of Mines

Fickett

did not believe

that

the E41S was the main thing that’s wrong

in the de-

scription

we do not

of a detonation.

understand

measure

At present,

in detail what goes on in a detonation.

He diecussed

Phermex

experiments

with foils that

X,t in order to learn about flow conditions.

He proposed

Shock Hugoniot

of the

behavior.

agents it acts as both a sensi-

measurements

on liquid

Sternberg
aluminized

reviewed

the problem

first point of view - (presented
does not react

(Cook & Mader)

and because

Al to react and to affect

static data (Penn-State)
ture on the isentrope
pointed

out that Van Thiel’s

Compendium

shock data that may be of use.
lowed about the nature

had come

of the potential

Coleburn

Some of Msder’s
aluminized
made

Hugoniot

relaP
Materials

‘Uch as ‘2’ ‘rgon’
this claaa.

for u

near zero.
P
H O and C02 are all in
CH2’
2 ‘

an empirical,

obtain a calibrated
curvature

comments

on the treatment

HE’s were discussed.

to Alex 20 described

cussion of a buffering

EOS.

and constrains
report on TIGER,

were putting various

temperature

Initiation

tromethane

u

They

Hugoniot

and

etc. , in order to

Their

treatment

includes

In a
+ C as u + o.
s
o
P
he ment%oned that they

EOS (including

- F. Walker:

the two-part

shock velocity,

Walker

presented

its initiation

seeing changes

which

implied

He thought this indicated

non-ideal

concerning

time

to condense
the Al

Watson

reported

on some BM work

how the Al eurface area affected
ity of NH4N03,NaN03,H20

slurries.

some

in nithresh-

in the transmitted

1-3% decomposition.

some reaction

HE’s - Non-Ideal

sented data on varioue

aluminized

HE:

in the

v

Finger pre-

HE’s.

A compoei-

Fig. 1.

for calculating

HE behavior.

shock front.
Aluminized

was

EOS and “burntime”

that he and Cheung had developed

JCZ) into

some small decomposition

when shocked below

He reported

of

Some dis-

to get at when

TIGER .

data that indicated

Reference

in LA-2900.

for Al to liquify and time for A1203

Lee discussed

in H20.

Universal

tested it with CC1 ~, glycerol,

progress

He

size effect.

took place in an effort

Cowperthwatte

Shaw:

data on the sound velocity

had developed

of aluminized

had published.

reacts.

EOS - Cowperthwaite,
presented

in shocked

the treatment

the charge

fol-

in the us-u

discussed

emphasized

that is,

especially

the results

that he and Roslund

function.

tionship,

out that there wae time for

explosives

Would data on van der Waal’s materiala,
data, show curvature

pointed

air at the 3-bar level.

He also

A discussion

in the front

its energy comes out later.

Sternberg

to 9 kbar does show struc-

as shown in Fig. 1.

zone,

(2) The second point of

- Al does react

would shed light on the state of a detonation.
out that Burnhem’s

by LLL) is that Al

its (product) EOS is very different,

therefore

Lee pointed

(1) The

in the shock front or reaction

but feeds in energy later.
view

of calculating

He stated that:

explosivea.

and then suggeeted performance measurements on
2’
liquid 03. Hopefully this simple chemical system

EOS - Lee:

.’

Watson

over the aluminum

o

old .

energy

tizer and a source of energy.
EOS - Fickett:

.

wall ve-

work on commercial

Bureau

In slurry blasting

Zwisler)

cylinder

all the theoretical

Variation

of r with v.

that showed

the cap sensitivThe studies

Finger, continued

Finger, continued
(2) C-J theory;

ia it a problem

or kinetics?

Propane

ments

~

Fickett

Cast

Fig. 2.

~

Surface

Example:

Frey ’e experimental
materiala

pellete

of various

effects:

time scales,

The problem
Kamlet

cap sensitive

Watson

reported

a new Dutch

(Will get reference).

of varying

heavily

Shaw pointed

of a family of dinitro
tions that Woolfolk
perturbations

alkanea.

confined,

had made

were not damped quickly.
were floated

in sensitivity

In some observa-

it waa noted

were established

0.3 mil optical

on liq. HE, H20, PbC104

to make these observations.

that once

in the liquids,

they

NM

ing transverse

Waves - Frey:

A method

for observ-

by Frey.

of an open shutter high-speed

It

does.

It was sug-

for LVD is the deto-

in the gaa phsae; however,

nation velociti.ea calculate
They?

does not undergo

Gas velocities

all deto-

less than LVD.

(??Do

should be 2,000 mlsec

for

most HE’s)

temperature

on static high pressure,

decomposition

Meeting].

atudiea

reported

high

[which they (De

at Western

They conducted

States

decomposition

studies at 1,10, and 50 kbars on a series of compounds of

R - c ‘N02)2 CH2CH3; ‘here ‘=

concerning

etry of the test and the validity

nation velocity

Shaw re-

- Shaw:

camera with

ehown in Fig. 2.

There wae some discussion

that the limiting value

Combustion

waves was described

the arrangement

that 1,1-dinitropropane

Carli, Lee, Stromberg)

(Also some of a

ateel wire mesh, why?)

Traneveree

ported

5haw reported

flats

solution,

with dif-

but which were of the same compo-

LVD, but that l,l-dinitroethane
gested

out the difference

the steady state.

a list of materials

Decomposition/Sensitivity

The Dutch

They use PETN/KCl

composition,

guees on kinetics.

of describing

auggeated

entrainment,

sition aa test vehicles.

to vary input chock pressures.

consists

magnitude

of 0.2 - 8 m2/g surface area.

LVD in nitromethane.

etainless

- Time Scale & Energy

ferent structures

LVD - Watson:

observed

Explosives

diffusion,

materials.

Test

kinetics.

& 2,2-dinitropro-

(3) Compoeite

arransaments.

area of ~ 2 m21g - produced

Sensitivity

but different

l,l-dinitropropane

pane.

TNT-o

encompassed

doing experi-

on a pair of HE’s with equal thermody-

namic properties

Argan

of thermodynamics

suggested

“F

“

the Seom-

of surface

obser-

vation.
Fickett:

Fickett

TNT sphere using
Kinetics

Overview

Ideal and Non-Ideal
(1) Transverse

suggested

doing an expanding

the BRL technique.
- Fickett:

Behaviors

Wavea,

indicated

cellular

front

P

structure
(a) Should make observation

on a liquid that

doesn’t

have a cell structure

Fickett

suggested

like solid.

work like that of

.

White’s, on gases, be done with liquids
becauae we can’t see in solids.
state is in error by 10-15%;
cauae of difficulty
pointa of tangency
function

The C-J

of establishing

exact

on rapidly changing

as shown in Fig. 3.

v

could be be-

Fig. 3.

Large variation
from tangency.

of p with small departure

-,

Finger, continued

Fickett, continued

They observed

an increased

rate of decomposi-

tion going from 1,10, and 50 kbar
at 1 kbar need a 127 kcal/mole
Attempting

to correlate

sists of a copper

(using Zinn data

activation

12” long

energy?).

decomposition

with

data

measured

on Nitromethane

~ ~~No

_60

H~
H C - ONO—
H

and Methyl Nitrite

nitrite,

done at

-40°F,

kcal

to be studied
lens.

(D) loaded

and initiated

at

The wall motion

is

at the station L/D = 9 out to a radius

the results

of a HEMP 2-dimensional

(both experiment

40 kcal

dimensional

10 atms for methyl-

and calculation

1.

and 4“ diameter.

2-

TNT, 9404, and

(scaled) results

The HEMP calculation

with a steady 2-dimensional

with

calculation

show steady

flow at this point).

Comp. B. give the same

and room temp. for NM as shown in Table

diameter

about twice the initial value and compared

2

H

experiments

the explosive

one end by a plane-wave

with shock initiation.
Re~orted

cylinder with 0.1” thick walls

(L) and 1“ internal

in l“, 2“,
agrees well

calculation

by the

Table I
method
D
mmlpsec

P~
_
glcm

NM

6.3

1.14

MN

5.6

0.99

comparison
motion

H C(N02)2

CH2CH3

& H3CC(N02)2
Altering

CH3 .

Detonation

- M. Fulk:

Fulk discussed

the possibility

of magnetic/electrical
energies

behavior

Kemlet.

the

of HE’a.

of Exploeive

Properties

initiation

-

correlation

of satiafied

absent

“ideal”

perimental

t 10%.

data within

A new result for yJ

is

Kury atatea unequivo-

is used with no fudging

whether

AWRS should have been included.

(quick-reacting)

explosives

●

be converging

with time is disputed

recent published

work by Venable

a large range of values

by I.ASL, citing

and Davis

showing

for Comp. B. (268 to 312

.’
kb.).

is in progress.

stack on the end to get

Thts

is, in my opinion,

against which

theories of detonation.

experimental

comments

My principal

Test and Exploslve

Lee, Finger, LLL:

The standard

Performance
cylinder

teat

- Kury,
con-

design,

set of data
of state and

reservation

learn later about
of p could suggest
J
but this is not a

for suspending

under Fundamentals

cylinder

a valuable

to test future equations

the work,

below relate

Some

to this

work.
Many “non-ideal”
show strong diameter
HEMP calculations

Cylinder

ex-

For each,

of a standard

good enough reason
to

set of

covering

test with a Hayes Lucite

a better
of pJ appear

LASL is conspic–

study of a well–chosen

the troubles with measurement

Kamletlscomment that meaeuramenta

in

at LLL and that they have
customers.

is that what we may eventually
YJ = o.656/Po + 0.703 + 1.105P0.

of state) be

(instantaneous

the measurement consists

PJ .
much of the ex-

pJ.

from this list, and LASL people

A systematic

of moles of gas, M = mol. wt. of
reproduces

C-J pressure

to C-J velocity).

tremes of composition

gas, Q = heat release,

The
to cyl-

(the JWL equation

all design calculations

The empirical

where N is number

by matching

of state so obtained

questioned

Correlation

in the

for HE is that the equation

cally that this recipe

(lASl~

NOL :

to changes

at lower pressures.

used together with simple C-J theory

fields to re-

and thereby change

The wall

The LLL prescription

uously
WIT

sensitive

front
thie

by Wilkins.

of state is obtained

a number

Empirical

has been published

particularly

a plane

made at AWRE;

inder test results ~measured

duce activation
detonation

equation

(assuming

reaction)

is reasonably

isentrope,

to do at 60°C, where liquids are

Planning

of characteristics

with instantaneous

(slow-reacting)
effects

explosives

in the cylinder

test.

for these are being performed

with a simple reaction
as shown in Fig. 4.

law for the slow component

In some cases reasonably

good

7

Fickett, continued

Fickett, continued
perturbation
survive

on the detonation

front appear

1 urged
detonation

(including

tems, the prime candidate

gerous material

detonations

to work with.

Finger

exploaivea.

with the cylinder

ia obtained

by proper choice of the two time constanta.
Fundamentals

- Craig, Davis,

Frey, BRL; Shaw, SRI:
plate thickneaa
proximately

Fickett,

Free-surface

reaulta

(ufs) veraus

for nitromethane

aa x/L in plane geometry

scale ap-

and aa

(x/D)% in long cylinders,

where x ia plate

and D is charge diameter.

of the standard measurements

dimensional
several

(e.g., Deal’s

standard

However,

rate of decrease

for this

la too large by a factor of 2.

questiona

the interpretation

that calculations

celeration

of Deal’s data on the

of the free-surface

account

in analyzing

of or unconvinced

the data.

as it traversea

apalling

We pointed

cent measurement
ed by Davia
sentially

not subject

tion remained

out that other more republish-

agree with Deal but are esThe ques-

for lack of time.

some of the evidence

of the free-surface

Craig reviewed

8

by the following

to this criticism.

unresolved

Craig presented
question

to move at a

of u fs vs plate thickness

and Venable

on apparent

aa evidenced

by

of how much of the apparent

may be due to edge effects but the patto those observed

The cell sizes are relatively

in gases.

large, on the order

Shaw reported
tiation

that in low pressure

experiments,

nitromethane,

methyl

nitrite,

shows a significantly

tion rate from nitromethane.
rial ia the perfect
isomer

different

complement

to our “Acenina”

(nitric acid, acetonitrile,
the same density

nificantly

lower energy; methyl

water),

as nitromethane
nitrite

the same energy but significantly

but sig-

haa nearly

lower density.

ing about 10 atm pressure

to liquefy.
suggest

descriptions

mote handling
Equation

the JCZ

re-

of State - Lee, LLL; CowperthwaiteL
Work on the TIGER code continues

(Jacobs, Cowperthwaite,

tion of state being
of equilibrium

Synthesis

that perhaps

might not be required.

SRI; Jacoba, NOL:

pability

Acenina

is that it ia a gas at STP, requir-

and handling

with

reac-

I see that this mate-

has nearly

A disadvantage

shock ini-

an isomer of

installed,

Zwialer)

and partial

and determination

equa-

freezing

of sonic point ca-

being added.

Lee is impressed
form of the Barnes

by the performance

equation

of a simple

of state which he is

studying.
on the

motion.

some of the evidence

la some question

terns are quite similar

re-

as though a thin layer is

off and ia thus unaffected

tension wave.

his

He is apparently

by our experimental

velocity

de-

is not taken into

sult that the free surface %s observed
nearly constant

Kury

show an appreciable

flash gap and that this effect

unaware

on

of Ufs with

thickness

grounds

aa one-

classic measursmenta

explosives).

LID the calculated

He also reported

in solid explosives

in an inenergy re-

tracks in argon at the edge of the charge.

structure

thick-

for solid explo-

sives are made with L/D = 1 and analyzed

y or putting

of 1 cm for caat TNT.

ness, L is charge length,
Moat

luminous
There

LASLi

He finds that instabil-

by lowering

lease rate is delayed.

teat results

pulsating

zone ao that the time of maximum

front structure
agreement

(LLL) aug-

aubatitute.

one-dlmenaional

in ideal gasea.

ity is increased

reacting

The
ve-

this is a naaty and dan-

Frey has calculated

duction

sys-

being liquid ozone.

geated liquid N204 as a compromise

of alow-

LLL tests

was that, even though its detonation

locity has been meaaured,

law for calculation

state and

the standard

above) be pursued with the simplest

conaensua

Reaction

of

that teats of equation

theory

described

Fig. 4.

to

“forever”.

Non-Ideal
Sternberg,

that

of reaction

Explosives

- Lee, LLL; Fickett,

NOL; Hershkowitz,
of aluminum

Picatinny:

particlea

LASLL

The rate

in aluminized

Fickett, continwed

Fickett, continwed
A recent analysis

explosives

is controversial.

plane-wave

p-u data by Sternberg

well-documented

contention

that instantaneous

tion is a good model.

Hershkowitz

of heat conduction

a relatively
lieves

slow rrxiction.

in some explosives,

with ammonium

perchlorate.

ceived less attention
am disappointed
considered

This whole

subject reI

sibility

in any systematic

way the magnitudes

and heat conduction.

detonation

of

that
be

in some simple situation

determined

Kennedy

studiee of initiating

extending

PBX-940&

This work,

to higher pressure

Craig, constitute

deter-

preeented

a simple analytic

tations reproducing
the computational

baaed solely on assumed

the initiation

<

.’

by

problems

“growing

square wave”
compu-

reaulta,

but

several

experiments

relations.

on internal

in solids, claiming

It

cussions

according

I was un>ble

employing

explosives,

in

to understand

methods

Jouguet

sub J - Chapman-Jouguet

of highdivided

into

to the use of

the behavior

of aystams

to be general

used at LASL by
agreement

calculational

methods

over some region,
equations

Apparently

that
which

but which were

of state which de-

It was not clear how the

of state interacts

and useful

the meeting

of state used at LLL and the

is always used, and with

study of this subject would be well repaid.

explosives

of state with build-up

There seemed

ing scheme.

the dis-

and the best of these seemed

ecribe real materials.

accuracy

Acronym s and Terms:

in “ideal”

for calculating

It

and to list some of the

The first was devoted

gave good results

with

of all that

The discussion

“recipes”

equation

review

to topics, although

Ideal Detonations:

two parts.

for this meeting,

I will try to divide

not really detailed
elec-

kinetics

the un-

often going on at once.

these were calibrated

that they are

to the reaction

regime.

Instead,

Msder.

model

papers

to give a complete

went on.

much of what he said, but if his claims are true,

C-J - Chapman

conversations

BKW equation

The next step is to come

constitutive

settle

in the field of

was free and continuous,

to be the JWL equation

an assumed

computational

at Colorado

It was held to (in

and perhapa

and disagreements

order detonation

study. Cowparthwaite

seem that the time is ripe for this.

of great importance

resolved

“discuss

items discussed.

on both faces

together with that

incorporate

up with a more conventional

trical effects

on June 20-21, 1972.
words)

gauges

most of Craig’s

model

Fulk discussed

Springs,
Ksmlet’e

or-

and R. R. McGuire,

USAF, was held at the Air Force Academy

itself was not so divided,

Msder has published

x-t path for the shock.

would

his

published

on Detonations,

USNOL,

using a gaa gun as

already

an extensive

model of the process.

explosive

Conference

and the discussion

Sand is;

ia continuing

the driver and quartz pressure
of the 9404 target.

history

(IASI)

YLCI DAVIS

la difficult

- Fulk, LLL; Kennedy,
SRI:

PBX - Plastic-bonded

There were no prepared

eigenvalue

instead of the thermodynamically

Initiation

up by

detonations”.

out the pos-

mined C-J detonation.

Cowperthwaite,

of the

are picked

to give a distance-time

ganized by M. J. Kamlet,

such as

I urged

I also pointed

of the kinetically

an antenna

A Round-Table

to find that no one seems to have

and displayed

by the passage

shock across each interface

are im-

than I had anticipated.

such as steady flow.

generated

Electri-

plates.

of the shock.

for this.

this be done and that the various magnitudes
calculated

Establishment,

such as thoee loaded

the effects of the other rate processes
entrainment

cal signals

is slow

evidence

Research

UK

stack - a stack of Lucite

Hayes

will give

There is little doubt that slow reactions
portant

reac-

Lee says that LLL be-

the detailed

Weapons

Aldermeston,

claims that any

that at leaat part of the reaction

but did not present

AWRS - Atomic

supports Mader’s

reasonable

calculation

of

with

the C-J model which

the details
a careful

domain

of the comput-

comparison

of the

of the LLL and LASL

has never been made.

The eecond part of the discussion
tion was devoted
all the physics
discussion

of detona-

to trying to understand
involved

involved

in a detonation.

evaluations

in detail
This

of the measurement

9

continued

&zvi8,

techniques

Davis, continued

that have been used, and so became deep-

Non-Ideal

Detonations:

ly involved with the first part of the discussion,

ideal” detonations

becsuse

which were concerned

the interpretation

pends upon the results
participants
worked

seemed

of the experiments

of the calculation.

All

to agree that the C-J model

as well as moat simple physical

and that the departurea
that, it was obvious
experiment,

de-

that new advances

model making,

Beyond

in theory,

and calculations

seems to have money

there were no volunteers
agreed,

Someone

recipee

trying

using two-dimensional
more sensitive
2.

Someone

ics chosen

aluminum

explosives

the results

are

chosen

calcula-

of detonations

with kinet-

reaction

zones, and

to mock up those of real explo-

sives.
3.

Someone

understand

ought

effort

to

decay zones and other rapid pressure

falla behind
4.

to make a theoretical

Someone

detonation
ought

fronts.

systems

at high pressure

Jacob’s

new intermolecular-potential

stste which he is putting

of simple

for comparison

with

into TIGER.

gen and liquid ozone were suggested

Liquid

of

structure

ought to make measurements

of the shock or detonation

terials which have reaction
Hayes’ magnetic
6.

technique

rameters
improve

in a BKN-like

periments

front in ma-

changing

the pa-

of state code would

LLL people

are doing ex-

the effects

of different

molecu-

lar constants.
Someone

meaauring

to do experiments

velocities,

foil motions,

metal plate front and rear surface positions,
to improve
velocity

10

the methods

data.

of obtaining

particle-

etc.,

large

explosives

sizee; and
The LLL
between

and their calculations

reaction

choose a single

zone with

by

the slow step

of various

time to fit a range of experiment

diameter.

Sternberg

of NOL diecuesed

attempts

to fit experiments

plosives

over a wide range of conditions

sticks

to large underwater

of reproducing

using aluminized

which

experimental

ex-

from small
It seems

explosions.

are available

do an adequate

procesees

job

Questions

results.

and their rela-

tive times remain.
In the second group were discussions
structure

and how to measure

charges,

on a free surface

with structures
There

are oscillatory

very similar

is some evidence
failure waves

of

the detonation

what

that these wavea

wave itself.

All attendeea

to do and how to do it wasn’t
Little

Kennedy

to measure

ing solid explosives,
picture

of events.

ments with methyl

seem-

but just

at all clear.

time waa devoted

to initi-

to be few new reaulta.

of SLA described

sure gauges

rather

of the structure

that more work was neceaaary,

Initiation:

of TNT

to thoee seen

on the surface

than wavea really representative

ed agreed

of front

it, and some discus-

Frey of APG showed some beau-

of waves

ation, and there seemed

ought to continue

free-surface

the

lasting as long as 12 psec, and that they can

in gases.

with CHON, HNO, CON, and other explosives

to try to separate

7.

using a two-step

tiful pictures

would be an ideal approach.

equation

the calculations.

of the

or phase changes.

Someone ought to aee whether

large particle

test axperlments

a

of the relatively

that they get good agreement

sion of the theory.

Someone

in which

agenta and other cmupositea.

group showed

oxy-

as experimental

materials.
5.

blasting

of carbon

and its possible

the LLL perchlorate

about the actual physical

equation

from the

zone, presumably

explosivea

is the burning

which have relatively

that recipes

to make measurements

t

of the

deviation

process,

loaded

particles;

cylinder

to give pathological

with kinetics

of

controlled

aluminum

slow process
comparison

to make time-dependent

the behavior

in the reaction

slow diffusion
effects;

them with experiment,

codes since

which were non-

instabilities

zone caused significant

.
to

steady C-J detonation.

Many

to the recipe.

ought

tions about

now, and

that

used for calculating

to compare

which were

In the first group were discussions

for costly programs.

however,

ought to make a careful

the varioue
behavior,

troubles

with detonations

the charge was small compared

the inherent

agglomeration

Everyone

1.

reaction

about “non-

into two parte,

zone, and detonations

ideal because

are

bsdly needed.

participant

because

the reaction

theories,

were fairly small.

non-ideal

Discussions

also divided

his experiments

pressure

changes

using presin initiat-

and gave a good consistent

Shaw of SRI described
nitrite,

.

experi-

which has the came

-v

Erlonan,continued

Davis, continued
atomic composition

as nitromethane.

interest not only because
nitrite

.

is more easily initiated

indicating

that the kinetics

also stimulated
.’

nitrite

auggestiona

in additional

tial state as nitromethane
previously.

the front relatively
Does the excitement

but

the ini-

behind

waves.

But why iS

do.

smooth when viewed
commence

7.

Fulk brought

head-on?

the detonation

up some fascinating

Has he any experimental

and acinina were used

Fulk of LLL gave an interesting

in transverse

apparently

front?

for the use of methyl
to vary

I’d rather not believe

Frey, Craig, and Mallory

than nitromethane,

are different,

experiments

6.

These aroused

they showed that methyl

evidence

ideas.

to support his

ideas?

re-

view of recent work he haa done on the internal
electrical

fields produced

are shocked.

He believes

may be extremely
in initiation.

in explosives

when they

that electrical

effects

important,

possibly

He answered

controlling,

the objection

fields of 108 v/cm would be necessary
ergy states in molecules
the fields

esses involving
Watson

electron

from Bruceton

a low-velocity

Cowperthwaite
equations

detonation

proc-

experiments

in nitromethane

booster

of build-up

The Bureau

velopment

of water-gel

waa pro-

mines.

No one was very specific

Structure
~,

of the Clasaical

for Condensed

1473 (1968).

about Petrone’a
Detonation

Explosives”,

Davis stated

it generally
published
2.

conceded

computations

at the meeting!
periments
ible?

that he is wrong?

Perhapa

Do explosive

introduce

something

Or is it the recording
3.

Fickett

drivera

4.
reacts?

Did anyone believe

problem

with

reaction

where he perturbed

a detonation

level of senonly oper-

or other liquids
since other ex-

Minol

2 for ex-

effect of surface

area

From the point of view of detonathe aenaitization

one since it implies

ratea in order
to support

Low Velocity
of

on Craig’s work
front and then ob-

further down the explosive?

the aluminum

solid exploaivea,

TEGDN :

During

the low-velocity

Are there any reporta

as-

effect

is an

extremely

faat

that the energy released

the growing

initiation

be

wave.

Some results are ahown in Table II.

on how aluminum
estimate

ia probably

is apparently

show no significant

available

Has any work been

.$

served roughness

periments

interesting

Sternberg’s

in

of a ‘isufficientff num-

that contain water

on sensitivity.

for the ex-

0.2 lJsec?
5.

able in mixtures

methods?

Is there any consensus

are included

This effect

The mechanism

tion chemistry,

of state.

role in the senai-

results

with the generation

sitivity.

ample,

too polite

are a bigger

masa

It will be noted that if the

that might react with

done on systems such as N204, as he suggested?

.

table.

that is not reproduc-

says kinetics

than ia the equation

Has anyone

viewa of LASL and LLL

people were

Typical

ber of hot spots for that particular
Is

which are better?

Can the contracting

be simply stated?

sociated

is

wrong and that he should have used a 2-D code.

plays an essential

process.

types and
of a typical

that the surface area/unit

sitive to a No. 8 cap.

Wave

Phys. Fluids

that Petrone

on the sensitivity

aluminum has a surface area of approximately
2,0
2
m /g or greater, the resulting composition is sen-

J,OI FI?IQIAN (NOI )
1.

of the order of an

the effect of various

gradea of aluminum

an attached

paper “Validity

must be cap-sensitive

the course of these investigations

During

the

used in underground

inch .

tfzation

~

explosivea

of

to improve

in small diameters

of aluminum

to detonation.

for a number

program

These explosives

water gel and found

some of

explosives

with

in the de-

and detonable

we have explored

to the

Explosives

has been engaged

years as part of an overall

coal

charge was used.

can be used to understand

of Water-Gel

Aluminum:

safety of permissible

in which

showed some special solutions

which

the behavior

by various

that

trapa in the material.

described

duced when a confined

to change en-

by 1 v with argumente

could be concentrated

Sensitization

that

many attempta
velocity

Reactions

in Nitromethane

and

the Bureau’s

axtensive

research

detonation

in liquid

explosives,

were made

detonations

to observe

stable low-

in neat nitromethane

wide range of conditions

on

of confinement,

using a
initiation
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Watson, continued

watson, oontinucd

in the 60-inch
Table
EFFECT

OF VARYING

ALUNINUM

SENSITIVITY
Aluminum

II

ably less than that observed

SURFACE AREA ON THE CAY

tube (#15,940),

OF A WATER-GEL

EXFLOSIVE

EXPERIMENTAL

No

1.0

No

1.7

No

,,
Alcoa

#322 (flake)

2.1

Yea

2.5

Yes

4.2

Yea

Alcoa #408 + #1660
(flake)

5.2

Yes

30-XD

(flake)

Alcoa #120
(milled 8 hours)

7.4

Yes

8.3

Yes

RESULTS

30% PETN/70Z

Sample

Alcoa #120
(milled 44 hours)

Reynolds

explosive

temperature

None of these attempts

were successful.

KCZ, 200 TO 205 GRAMS)

stable low-velocity
sensitivity
justed

30

1.6 ~1

Nitromethane
(No. 15,940)

30

2.1 ~f

Go 2_l

TEGDN
(No. 15,948)

a PETN-KCL

to the acceptor.

the principal
card-gap

difference

Aside

between

teat is that the donor

to the acceptor

donor-acceptor

and is inserted

interface.

from the donor,
this test and our

is directly

coupled

into the confine-

Furthermore,
ia

stream end of the charge
of the arrangement

Technological

Laboratory

search Organization,

at the

the down-

long steel

~

are described

National

Technological

We repeated

Mort Kamlet

troacetonitrile
composition
formation,

to fragmentation

firings,

and wculd be a useful

initial-state

Re-

2.

NIX, which

velocity

of the confinement
using water

in Table III, and are in eaaantial

with the findings

the

to be

of the OECD group.

are inagreement

However,

it

should be noted that in the caae of firing #15,972

chemical

heat of

substance

experimental

LLL and Air Force Academy

experiments

RVO-

in both NM and

patterns

variation

dini-

has the same atomic

as RDX or HMX, but different

some.

Defence

The observed velocities

~4C(N02)2CN

that ammonium

to make

Laboratory

of continuous

and fragmentation

suggested

in Report

what appeared

detonationa

TEGDN based on avidence

tube compared

1.

about 1.8 glee, and NOL might

these teats using eaaentially
and observed

stable low-velocity

measurements

~ti

for

It haa crystal
be persuaded

are doing aone

with tagged C or N in an explosive,
la mixed

with another

same arrangement
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long rate probe in 60-inch

tube.

density

TNO, Rijswik.

cluded

to two-thirds

The

also confined.

RVO, Ass. 8357 dated 24-

9-1970, of the Netherlands

control

48-inch

donor ad-

tube so that there la heavy confinement

details

one-half

in charge when rate probe waa knocked

out by wall wave.

of

in NM uai.ng a shock

test which,employs

2.1 ~f

30

distance

However,

1.6 ‘f

in compoaiti.on to vary the shock strength

delivered

ment

detonation

Results
(rate, mm/Bsec)

Tube Length
(inches)

Nitromethane
(No. 15,972)

some evidence

BOMB)

Water
(No. 15,939)

and charge diameter.

in 1970, the OECD group presented

●

(CLOSED-END

Rate at approximately
strength,

is de-

and thus unstable.

(BOOSTER:
Alcoa #120
(special milling)
81

long

Sensitivity

0.2

#120

in the 30-inch

that the reaction

TABLE III

2
(m 8)
Alcoa

celerating

indicating

was consider-

No. 8 Cap

Surface Area

Type

long tube the velocity

at fairly large particle

explosive,

reaction mixes

sives in the products.

aay

size

say TNT, to aee whether

the

atoms from the two explo-

I

III.
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